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Frequently Asked Questions from Schools and Libraries

How long are your shows?  
My school and library programs usually run in 30 - 60 minute sessions, although they can be shorter than that 
to accommodate an existing program, bell schedule, or special needs of listeners. Upon special request, they 
can run longer but often students have trouble sitting still for that long! A typical school visit might have 
between two and six sessions comprising story assemblies and classroom visits. 

What stories do you tell at schools and libraries?  
Often when I visit schools or libraries I am asked for multicultural programs, Appalachian programs, or 
regional folklore. Sessions can include folk ballads, folklore, tall tales, personal story, and traditional 
Appalachian story. If requested, such programming can include an explanation of each kind of story. 

As for stories from other parts of the world, I will only tell stories from my own ethnic and cultural 
backgrounds out of respect for traditional storytellers around the world. This means I tell mostly Appalachian 
stories with some traditional stories from the British Isles and a few from the Russian folk oeuvre.

Sometimes I am asked for a general entertainment program, which might include any of the above but also 
family story, traditional story (usually in the manner of "grandfather tales”), or another kind of music.  
 
Do you offer Title I programs? 
Yes. I will gladly come to your school to offer Title I enrichment, which can include storytelling assemblies, 
classroom workshops in creative thinking & story creation, and family involvement evening events.  
 
Do you offer workshops for our students/community members? 
YES! I love leading workshops for different ages. Please consult my “Sample Workshops” listing which is 
available at www.adam-booth.com/schools. In the classroom or library setting, the maximum desired size is 
30 - 35 students with a most desirable length of 40 - 50 minutes. Adult workshops are also available and 
participant size depends on which workshop we will have together.

What kind of music do you perform with your stories? 
I usually travel with my dulcimer or banjo and play as part of my programs. If groups are moderately sized 
then I can also give an introduction to the instrument and its musical styles. If I have advance notice, I can 
bring more than one instrument for demonstrative and "hands on" purposes, but the latter does not work with 
large groups. I can also provide music on piano if one is available. I have a very small traveling piano that 
looks like a game-show prop that I use for young audiences. The songs I perform are story songs or folk songs. 
I also enjoy presenting traditional Appalachian ballads.

Do you tell ghost stories? 
During certain times of the year I am often asked for ghost stories. I offer programs of spooky traditional 
stories and music, but these are not suitable for all ages. Please consult with me if you are interested in booking 
such a program so that we might discuss the content and audience demongraphics.  
 
Folks from schools and libraries are always welcome to contact me directly with requests, questions, or 
adjustments.
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